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COMMENTARY
Astrocytomas are rare type of malignant brain tumour which develops in 
brain cell of star shape Astrocytes Cells (which forms tissue which protects 
nerve cells in brain and spinal cord). Astrocytomas are of three types. Grade 
1 and grade 2 Astrocytomas grow slowly and are Benign (non-cancerous 
and non-harmful). Grade 3 and grade 4 Astrocytomas grow faster and are 
Malignant (cancerous). Anaplastic astrocytoma is a grade 3 astrocytoma 
and occurs in Central Nervous System (CNS). Astrocytes and similar other 
cells form tissue which surrounds and protects nerve cells found within 
the brain and spinal cord. Collectively, these cells are known as glial cells. 
Males are at risk of getting Anaplastic Astrocytomas.

The symptoms of an anaplastic astrocytoma occur as a result of increase 
of pressure in the brain when tumor grows uncontrollably and affects 
healthy brain tissue and blocks normal flow of cerebrospinal fluid in the 
brain. Blockage of the fluid-filled spaces in the brain, ventricles, results in 
the abnormal accumulation of Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) in the brain.  
Includes: headaches, lethargy or drowsiness, nausea or vomiting, behavioral 
changes, seizures, memory loss, vision problems and coordination and 
balance problems.

It develops in the frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital lobes of the 
cerebrum or brain. Tumour occurred in Frontal lobe causes memory 
problems, changes in personality and mood, and paralysis (hemiplegia). 
Tumors occurred in the temporal lobe causes seizures, memory problems. 
Tumors in the parietal lobe causes difficulties with communication. 
Tumors in the occipital lobe causes visual loss.

Causes

Immune system abnormalities, exposure to UV rays and certain chemicals, 
having genetic disorders like type I (NF1), Li-Fraumeni syndrome.

Diagnosis

Diagnosis is made using Imaging Techniques including Computerized 
Tomography (CT) scanning and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). 

CT scanning, computer and x-rays are used to create a film showing cross-
sectional images of certain tissue structures. MRI uses a magnetic field 
and radio waves to produce cross-sectional images of particular organs 
and bodily tissues. These imaging techniques are used in evaluating size 
and extension of the tumor. Surgical removal and Biopsy also provide 
confirmation of tumour of Anaplastic Astrocytomas.

Treatments 

Following are treatments used for treating Anaplastic Astrocytomas.

• Surgery: Remove most of the tumor without interfering with 
neighboring healthy cells

• Radiation: Treats residual (left) tumor cells after surgery or 
chemotherapy

• Radiotherapy techniques like Gamma Knife and IMRT targets 
remaining tumor cells after radiation and reduces exposure of radiation 
to healthy tissue.

• Chemotherapy: Treatment with help of drugs and chemicals
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